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A feladatok megoldásához bármilyen segédeszköz felhasználható! 

1 All the lines in A answer the question How are you feeling? 

Match a line in A with a line in B. 

A       B

1. I feel a bit nervous. 

2. I don’t feel very well. 

3. I’m feeling a lot better, thanks. 

4. I’m so angry! 

5. I’m really excited! 

6. I’m fed up with this weather. 

7. We’re really happy! 

8. I sometimes feel a bit lonely, actually. 

 

a., It’s so wet and miserable. 

b., I’m going on holiday to Australia 

tomorrow. 

c., We’re in love! 

d., I think I’m getting cold. 

e., I’ve got an exam today. 

f., I don’t think I have many friends. 

g., I got a parking ticket this morning. 

Sixty pounds! 

h., Not quite back to normal, but nearly. 
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2 Correct the spelling of these words where necessary.  

a) bigest   biggest  f) fater  fatter………. k) fiter  …fitter…. 

b) greattest greatest… g) smalest …smallest…. l) longger .longer……… 

c) shorter …shorter… h) longest …longest…. m) newest  …newest……. 

d) smaller       smaller…… i) hardder …harder……. n) heavier …heavier……. 
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3 Complete each sentence with a time word or phrase from the box. 

 

yet for since often ever never already so far just always 
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a) Luis has lived in the city centre      since       1996. 

b) Thanks for the present! I’ve … always ………. wanted a pet goldfish! 

c) Have you ……… ever …… drunk pineapple juice? It’s fantastic! 

d) I’ve …… just ……. heard some fantastic news! I’ve passed my exams! 

e) Hurry up! Haven’t you finished …… yet ………? You’re so slow! 

f) Nina has worked in this company …… for ………. five years. 

g) I’ve ……never……… been on a big ship before. It’s an interesting experience! 

h) We’re very busy today. …… So far …… we’ve sold over a hundred bikes. 

i) I’ve …… often ….. passed this building, but this is the first time I’ve been inside. 

j) Can I have a different book? I’ve …… already … read this one.  
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4. Complete each part sentence (a-g) with one of the endings (1-7).  

a) Ellen is not really interested     4        1 at making new friend. 

b) The hotel was different ……6…..   2 about losing my new calculator. 

c) Little Suzie was jealous …5……   3 for another big meal. 

d) I was really annoyed …2…..    4 in learning how to ski. 

e) Paul is very keen ……7….    5 of her new sister at first. 

f) Jane is really good …1…..    6 from what we expected. 

g) I don’t think I’m ready …3…    7 on collecting old bottles. 

    6  

 

 

 

5. Underline the correct phrase in each sentence.  

a) What time go you/do you go to bed on Saturdays? 

b) Why are you waiting/do you waiting outside the door? 

c) Don’t ask Tim. He doesn’t know/not knows the answer. 

d) I having/I’m having my lunch at the moment. 

e) When you leave/do you leave the house in the morning? 

f) I don’t understand. What is happening/is happen? 

g) Excuse me, does you know/do you know the time? 

h) This is a great party. I’m having/Am I having a lovely time. 

    7  

 

 

 

6. Read the text about seven tips for a tidy desk.  
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 Seven tips for a tidy desk 

1. Only keep things you really need on and near your desk. 

Use a tray for any papers you have to read. Have a jar for pens and pencils and have a bin 

near your desk. 

2. Don’t keep any drinks on your desk. 

Go to the kitchen when you want to have a drink or, if you prefer, keep a drink on a small 

table near your desk. 

3. Reduce the amount of paper that you use.  

Try to keep as much information as possible in folders on your computer. Before printing a 

document, ask yourself, ‘do I really need to read this on paper?’ 

4. Scan your notes. 

If you have a lot of paper (magazine articles, notes, worksheets, etc.), use a scanner and keep 

a digital version as a PDF on your computer. 

5. Use your smartphone to take photos of things you need to remember.  

For example, take photos of notes to yourself, the name and address of a place you need to 

visit or diagrams you need to study for school. 

6. Get a noticeboard. 

If you really do need to keep small bits of paper, use a noticeboard on the wall. Check it every 

day and throw old notes in the bin. 

7. Clean your desk at the end of every day. 

Choose a time to tidy your desk and do it! If you do it every day, it will only take five minutes 

and you can start each new day with a clean and tidy space. 

 

Are the sentences true or false? 

1. You should put everything you will possibly need on your desk.  F 

2. You should only have one pen or pencil.  F 

3. It's a good idea to have a bin close to your desk.  T 

4. It's better to keep information on your computer than on paper if possible.  T 

5. If you have written notes on paper you should type them into the computer.  F 
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6. The camera in your phone can help you remember things.  T 

7. A noticeboard is a good way to organise bits of paper.  T 

8. You should clean your desk once a week.  F     
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


